
Chemistry 134 Your Name: 


Prof. Jason Kahn 


University of Maryland, College Park YonrSID#: 


General Chemistry and Energetics 

Exam I (100 points) Your Section # or time: 

October 13, 2016 

You have 53 minutes for this exam. 

Explanations should be concise and clear. There is extra space on the last page if you need it. 

You will need a calculator for this exam. No other study aids or materials are permitted. 

Generous partial credit will be given, i.e., if you don't know , guess. 

Useful Equations: 

Ka = [W](K] / [HA] pH = -log([H+]) (V-nb)(P+an2/V2
) = nRT 

R = 0.08206 L'atm/mole K kB = 1.38 X 1O-23 1/K InKeq = -N-fO/(RT) + flSo/R 
R = 8.314 1/mole K = 1.987 cal/mole K = NAkB In k =(-E.lRT) + In A 

-b ±.Jb2 
- 4ac°C = OK - 273.15 x= 

2a 

Integrated rate laws for 0, 1,2 order: 

[A] =[A]o - kt In[A] =In[A]o - kt lI[A] = lI[A]o + kt 

1l/2 = (A]of(2k) . t l/2 =In21k t l12 = lI(k[A]o) 
Honor Pledge: At the end ofthe examination time. please write out the following sentence and sign it. 

or talk to me about it: 

"I pledge on my honor that I have not given or received any unauthorized assistance on this examination." 
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Chemistry 134. Exam 1.10113/2016 

1. States of Matter (35 pts) D 


The phase diagram at the right is for elemental 

iodine, 12 , Consider starting with gaseous iodine at 

(P =2 atm, T =600 K) and cooling it down at Pc 


constant pressure, as indicated by the arrow. 


~ I alm
(a; 6 pts) In one sentence, what happens to the t 
iodine, at what temperatures, as T decreases? 

~'i~'N. ~ ~~.s 


-I» (\~"'\o/- ..A"' T '> ,g'{. i 'to 

~ ~ It ~<-~-~h 'L 

-t'Z ",
1"::: IIV.'f Figure 9: Phase diagram of Iodine. 


(b; 15 pts) We know that the corresponding cooling curve for 12 at constant P = 2 atm goes through two 
intervals during which the temperature does not change as we remove heat. Physically, what is changing 
during each of those intervals, in tenns of what the iodine is doing and the volume of the container? Indicate 
the points corresponding to these constant-temperature intervals on the phase diagram. ® {J,-~ "'" ......hq 1rt La.) 

- Prt T > 18~ ""~ iu.ra.. ~'l --tt- ~f4J{h~ i Ik ~¥ 

@ d41f4 P~"(J'~ ~ ~ b (~~"",..,t a:f ~sf~ T. kf 
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@ V'oll.<.I'I\e., [",,~ at-".. ~ ~ t1~'" +0 1\;fL.r,.J 

- A'T T~\,'."·'-- -/f..A ~~I'~SlWJ (V- 1.~,?1. ~ 
@ ~l~~ ;;.f CoH..Jhzvt T. -rz... Vo~ d, M, ,~ ~~ n~l..i1 to 

(ll i')jJ.~ l,~ tz- ~t- 1tJ tk I"'~~r.{_r'- ~xI[~ 

liW. IJ nu.-~ V'w~~ ~a tL-t ~ ~(<\.U, Co ~ 

\'? IN.~ s,•• U_,(+#t.Qf"( r'r<.c..1J.;, (W. ~f,.cs{':4:\'~ i ~(.")( at.A 

Lr a ~ fIM~I~). 

LJc{ vwL ~ (lI\hh ,.... ~'-~ oe\~) 
Score for the page _____ 

111.6 °C 184.4 "c 
Temperature (noIIO scak) 
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n(c; 9 pts) If we heat iodine in the open air (in a hood), it will sublime, 
i.e. convert from solid directly to vapor, and will then deposit on a 
cold finger (a chilled metal tube, not a human finger). How can 
this work, given that the triple point is at below I atm - why 
doesn't it form a liquid? On the phase diagram, indicate the 
process (as a curve in the P-T plane) of (nearly) complete 
deposition of a fixed total number of moles of iodine vapor. 
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2. Ideal and Non-ideal Gases (28 pts) 
(a; 6 pts) What are the two assumptions that we make in applying the ideal gas law to real gases (what two 

properties of a real gas do we neglect)? 

-!..Jet 'J"'~ 41.(.J.,J. V.~ ... 

B G\ 'tA),.<#- twl1'c". 

\\,..fc...t;..17 

_ 'n. ,. ."'C'e.....(ec:.J ., .....~ \S...~ 
~ W' ~~ 

Score for the page _____j,4.A'tt.. ft.... wa« t1 (t.c C-~ ~!/' 
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(b; 10 pts) Calculate the volume occupied by 1 mole of an ideal gas at 400 K and 1 atm pressure. If the gas 
were steam, what would its volume be after condensing it and cooling it to room temperature?!::o{j Icc 
~v. ;on ~ v~ I 'O,Of706 l'Atv../~ Ie . l(o-o ~ ) ,/c 
c ~ --. r c +0'1'\ / .. 3 a-,<U?8l:- I,D 

+1 /1;t V ';! If.@::" 

V::: J2-.J L (1w-4))"'2. 

- I ~C"" 3 or (). () Igo L 
I....... ) 


.J 

+'L 

18d 141 /cw-» 
........... 

(b; 3 pts) We characterize deviations from ideal gas behavior by graphing Preal V /nRT. Show that this is the 
same as Preal/P,,,,,,,,, I-JJr 4. ~'1l ~rfn,. 

f~w = ~ rZ.~ ~ p(~ I(J~ ~ Pl'~ vi 
V V1 fL'\ 

~ ~---
+'2..

(c; 9 pts) Sketch a graph of (Prea,VlnRT) vs. the actual pressure P real for (I) an ideal gas and (2) methane. 
Methane has significant intermolecular attractions, but we are at a temperature high enough so that it 
does not liquefy. Identify the features of the graph relating t~~~;ssumptions in (a). 

~ +}",-~S¥ - e.'(((~ ~....... liA~ PM +1
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Score for the page. _____ 
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4. Kinetics (25 pts) 
Consider the time course at the right for [A] vs. time 
for the reaction A -> B. It is hard to tell by eye 
whether it represents zero-order, first-order or second . 

order kinetics, especially if we only observe the . 
reaction at early time points. There are at least two 
ways to determine the rate law. 

(a; 15 pts) Sketch how you would replot the data in 
linear forms to help decide on the reaction order"4show 
three sketches, with labeled axes and the correct 
beginning, 10 min , and>~)ointst. Yec-... ~ j 
~ fv ~ fo ~."", ~'S~ £h., 
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Score for the page _____ 
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(b; 10 pts) For the unrelated reaction D ---> C, you could use measurements of initial rates at different initial 
[Dl to determine the reaction order with respect to D. Assumin the reaction is actuall sec d order, sketch 
a graph of [Dl vs. time curves for [Dlo values 1,2, and 5 M. ~etch the graph you would us ~ work up 
these data to get the rate law. 
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Score for the page _____ 
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3. Miscellaneous (12 pts) 

(a; 2 pts) What does the slope of an Arrhenius plot represent? 

(b; 4 pts) If the rate c~tant for the elementary reaction P -> S at [~ I JIM is 1.126 x 1O@S61 what is 
the half life at [PV I nM? 

\ ill z...., 0, be, r
bll?--? ~~..-. {,I2-Gi<l -'b :::.(,,(G~(#) yC.(.o
l J <'1... \ I "'l.. 

J., t '<2-- (Q) \ VI ~ ':-S ~ ~ '.' 2 wee ics 

1'\ ... l 
(c; 6 pts)USf1and ......'b.::.ne:..;.fl.-y-;d-es-cr"7.ib'e'three kinds of intermolecular attractive forces. 
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Page Score 

2 /21 

3 /21 

4 /22 

5 /15 

6 /9 

7 115 

8 /12 

Total /100 

Score for the page, _____ 


